Announcements

- D.A. has a (minor) strained ankle
  - Up all night with Rest, Ice, Compression, Elevation
  - D.A. will return on Monday

Videos

- History of the Internet Part 1 (5 min.)
  - http://uweoconnect.extn.washington.edu/historyinternetdslfit7/
- Introductory HTML (9 min.)
- User-Centered Web Design (6 min.)
  - http://uweoconnect.extn.washington.edu/usercenteredwebdesigndslfit7/

Videos

- CSS: Cascading Style Sheets (13 min.)
  - http://uweoconnect.extn.washington.edu/cascadingstylesheetsdslfit7/
- Search Engines (6 min.)
  - http://uweoconnect.extn.washington.edu/searchenginesdslfit7/
- Truth Assessment on the Web (7 min.)
  - http://uweoconnect.extn.washington.edu/truthassessdslfit7/